BUZZ

EYE ON THE PRIZE
FOR THE SMART FAN
SPORTS FANS DEEM themselves to be incred-

POCKET-SIZED
HALL OF FAME
HOW DO YOU make playing cards better? Just

add pictures of the game’s greatest players.
Legends International Ice Hockey Trumps
Game is a new card game from Switzerland
featuring 40 eye-catching illustrations of the
best players from around the world. Lifetime statistics are included for key stats like
games, points per game, penalty minutes and
international tournaments won. The rules
are easy. You play a “trumps” game, where
the highest (or lowest) value of a given stat
wins the hand. Or you play a “quartets” game
where you try to get four players from the
same country. Got any Finns? Go fish! What
is sweet about these cards are the original illustrations, which range from realistic to odd
to absurd. (legendenquartett.ch) – SAL BARRY

ibly knowledgeable, but what happens when
they’re actually put to the test? The new Fanseye app has the platform to answer such a
question. Join the community and you’ll have
the chance to weigh in on the performances
of NHLers, gaining points based on credibility and engagement from others. Can you rise
to the level of expert? “The long-term goal is
to make a game out of getting those titles,”
said frontman Frank Provenzano.
A former assistant GM with the Washington Capitals and Dallas Stars, Provenzano
knows the scouting business, and Fanseye
has several features that will have the most
serious hockey fans trying to prove themselves to be top of the class. (fanseyesports.
com) – RYAN KENNEDY

KICK IT OLD SCHOOL

THIS IS A game Slap Shot fans can be proud
of. Old Time Hockey brings the player back
in time to the late 1970s when afros were in,
players didn’t wear helmets and fists ruled
the ice. V7 Entertainment, a Vancouverbased startup, wanted to make a game that
brings the aggressiveness of hockey’s past
to life, which includes fighting, hitting, stick
swinging and bench-clearing brawls. It includes a story mode that follows a struggling
team in the Bush Hockey League, where all
sorts of hijinks ensue. The game features a
“beer mode” allowing the player to use the
controller in one hand and hold a beverage in
the other. Old Time Hockey will be available
to PS4, Xbox One and Steam users in early
2017. (arcadehockey.com) – ADAM KIRSHENBLATT

CARDS: LEGENDS TRUMPS GAME; FANSEYE: FRANK PROVENZANO; OLD TIME HOCKEY: V7 ENTERTAINMENT INC.; TRUCK: COURTESY OF OLIVIER FORD

GOODS | GEAR | LIFE

IT IS ONE of the most unique collectibles for the ultimate Montreal Canadiens and
Carey Price fans. Olivier Ford, a car dealership in Quebec, has partnered with the
Habs goalie to create his own special edition truck.
The Ford F-150 Carey Price Limited Edition has Price’s No. 31 on the sides, embroidery on leather benches, a signed bonnet by the Vezina and Hart Trophy winner and
a tailgate including a seal of authenticity. It also comes with a signed Price jersey, souvenir booklet and a numbered certificate, personalized and signed by the goaltender.
The starting prices for these trucks range from $64,995 to $69,995, but you better
act fast, Price fans. There are only 100 trucks made, with each of them numbered
from one to 100. (careypriceedition.com) – ADAM KIRSHENBLATT
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CAREY ON TRUCKIN’

